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Monitoring Networks


Why is it important?






Measures progress toward the achievement of any
management goal
Sustainability criteria are defined based on the components
of the monitoring network

May be different for each sustainability indicator
Must have sufficient temporal frequency and spatial
distribution to:






Demonstrate short-term, seasonal, and long-term trends in
basin conditions
Demonstrate progress toward achieving measurable
objectives
Monitor impacts to the beneficial uses or users of groundwater
Monitor changes in groundwater conditions relative to MOs
and MTs
Quantify annual changes in water budget components
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23 CCR §354.34. Monitoring Networks
(a) Each Agency shall develop a monitoring network capable of collecting sufficient data to demonstrate shortterm, seasonal, and long-term trends in groundwater and related surface conditions, and yield
representative information about groundwater conditions as necessary to evaluate Plan implementation.
(b) Each Plan shall include a description of the monitoring network objectives for the basin, including an
explanation of how the network will be developed and implemented to monitor groundwater and related
surface conditions, and the interconnection of surface water and groundwater, with sufficient temporal
frequency and spatial distribution to evaluate the affects and effectiveness of Plan implementation. The
monitoring network objectives shall be implemented to accomplish the following:
(1) Demonstrate progress toward achieving measurable objectives described in the Plan.
(2) Monitor impacts to the beneficial uses or users of groundwater.
(3) Monitor changes in groundwater conditions relative to measurable objectives and minimum thresholds.
(4) Quantify annual changes in water budget components.
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23 CCR §354.34. Monitoring Networks
(f) The Agency shall determine the density of monitoring sites and
frequency of measurements required to demonstrate short-term,
seasonal, and long-term trends based upon the following factors:






Amount of current and projected groundwater use.
Aquifer characteristics, including confined or unconfined aquifer conditions, or other
physical characteristics that affect groundwater flow.
Impacts to beneficial uses and users of groundwater and land uses and property
interests affected by groundwater production, and adjacent basins that could
affect the ability of that basin to meet the sustainability goal.
Whether the Agency has adequate long-term existing monitoring results or other
technical information to demonstrate an understanding of aquifer response
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Monitoring Networks




GSAs should first evaluate their existing monitoring network and
existing datasets when developing the monitoring network for their GSP.
Some considerations for developing a monitoring network include:






Monitoring need in a given area
Spatial resolution and temporal frequency
Access Issues
Adjacent Basins
Consider all sustainability indicators
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DRAFT

GROUNDWATER ELEVATION
MONITORING
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Monitoring Network for
Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels
§354.34(c)
Each monitoring network shall be designed to accomplish the following for
each sustainability indicator:
 (1) Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels. Demonstrate groundwater
occurrence, flow directions, and hydraulic gradients between principal
aquifers and surface water features by the following methods:




(A) A sufficient density of monitoring wells to collect representative measurements
through depth-discrete perforated intervals to characterize the groundwater table
or potentiometric surface for each principal aquifer.
(B) Static groundwater elevation measurements shall be collected at least two times
per year, to represent seasonal low and seasonal high groundwater conditions.
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Monitoring Network for
Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels





Aquifer-specific selection of wells
Known perforated intervals for existing wells being used in the
monitoring network
Consider both unconfined and confined aquifers




Assess where pumping wells are screened that affect monitoring at these
locations

Agricultural or municipal wells can be used temporarily


The wells must be screened across a single water-bearing unit, and care must
be taken to ensure that pumping drawdown has sufficiently recovered
before collecting data from a well.
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Monitoring Networks: Density and Extent

Determining Factors

Aquifer Characteristics

“There is no definitive rule for the density of groundwater
monitoring points needed in a basin.”

GW pumpage and use
Impacts to BUs
Fluctuation and
variability

SASb: 388 sq miles
250,000 AF pumping
According to Hopkins (1984), about
16 monitoring wells are required.

Proximity to projects or
adjacent basins
Multi-SI monitoring
Access and safety

The necessary monitoring point density for GSP depends on local
geology, extent of groundwater use, and how the GSPs define
undesirable results.
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Monitoring Networks: Temporal Frequency
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Monitoring Network Considerations for
Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels


Groundwater level data will be collected from principal aquifer(s) in the
basin.






There is one principal aquifer in the SASb, with upper and lower sections.

Groundwater level data must be sufficient to produce seasonal maps of
potentiometric surfaces or water table surfaces throughout the basin that
clearly identify changes in groundwater flow direction and gradient.
Groundwater levels will be collected during the middle of October and March
for comparative reporting purposes.
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Monitoring Network Considerations for
Chronic Lowering of Groundwater Levels – Contd.





Data must be sufficient for mapping groundwater depressions,
recharge areas, and along margins of basins where groundwater flow
is known to enter or leave a basin.
Well density must be adequate to determine changes in storage.
Data must be able to





Demonstrate the interconnectivity between shallow groundwater and surface
water bodies, where appropriate.
Map the effects of management actions.
Characterize conditions and monitor adverse impacts as they may affect the
beneficial uses and users identified within the basin.
Demonstrate conditions at basin boundaries.
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Groundwater Elevation
Monitoring in SASb




Field measurements of spring and fall depths to
groundwater in active municipal, agriculture, and
private domestic wells.
Monitoring wells outside of the subbasin are
used for:
1) Developing boundary conditions for contouring over
the subbasin
2) Understanding the movement direction of
subsurface flows across boundaries
3) Interpreting the effects of nearby extractions and
recharge activities to storage in the South American
Subbasin.
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Groundwater Elevation Monitoring in SASb


The wells displayed to the left are maintained by SCGA and in
the CASGEM database




27 CASGEM Wells within SASb






Other monitoring wells exist in the SASb, and are managed by state
and federal agencies, private well owners, and public universities.

14 wells in the Shallow Aquifer (missing screened interval data)
8 wells in the Deep Aquifer (missing screened interval data)
5 wells missing screened interval and depth data

Monitoring frequencies varies from bi-annual seasonal spring
and fall measurements to monthly measurements, often taken
by private well owners and researchers.


The number of monitoring wells monitored in the spring and fall events
can vary depending on when and under what weather conditions the
monitoring event occurs.
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Groundwater Elevation Monitoring – Data Gaps
RECALL

Additional wells
around the
Aerojet plume
will be obtained
OHWD recently
installed 10
monitoring wells
along the Cosumnes
River.
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Recommended groundwater level monitoring network


A selection of:







SCGA wells
LWA wells
UCD wells
Any additional wells needed

Constraints:



SHALLOW wells with a 25 sq mile coverage area per well, based
on Hopkins (1984) and DWR well density recommendations

64% coverage of
entire area

Land access agreement
Need well construction
information
16
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Recommended groundwater level monitoring network


A selection of:







SCGA wells
LWA wells
UCD wells
Any additional wells needed

Constraints:



DEEP wells with a 25 sq mile coverage area per well, based
on Hopkins (1984) and DWR well density recommendations

33% coverage of
entire area

Land access agreement
Need well construction
information
17
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DRAFT

INTERCONNECTED SURFACE WATER (ISW) &
GROUNDWATER-DEPENDENT ECOSYSTEM
(GDE) MONITORING
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WC § 10721(x)(6) : Depletions of interconnected surface water that have significant
and unreasonable adverse impacts on beneficial uses of the surface water.

23 CCR § 351(o) “Interconnected surface water” refers to surface water that is hydraulically
connected at any point by a continuous saturated zone to the underlying aquifer and the
overlying surface water is not completely depleted.
10/16/20
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Beneficial uses, Cal. Code Regs. tit. 23, §§ 660–672
23 CCR § 351(o) “Interconnected surface water” refers to surface water that is
hydraulically connected at any point by a continuous saturated zone to the underlying
aquifer and the overlying surface water is not completely depleted.
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WC § 10727.4(l) Impacts on groundwater dependent ecosystems
23 CCR § 351(m): “Groundwater dependent ecosystem”
refers to ecological communities or species that depend on groundwater emerging
from aquifers or on groundwater occurring near the ground surface.
Phreatophytes: Greek for “well plants” - Roots extend past
unsaturated (vadose) zone into capillary fringe and saturated
groundwater.
California Endangered Species Act (CESA), Federal
Endangered Species Act (ESA)
GDEs and ISWs in SGMA-regulated basins also overlap with
federally-designated Critical Habitat, areas that contain
features essential to the conservation of threatened and
endangered species.
“Umbrella species” indirectly protect many other species within
a habitat.
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How monitoring fits into the big picture

1. Map groundwater
elevation and gaining
and losing stream
reaches

2. Determine locations
and composition of
ISW and GDEs

Proposition 1 Task 3.2: develop the GDE and
ISW subsections of the hydrogeologic conceptual model

3. Characterize and
monitor ISW depletion
and impacts to GDEs

SMCs

4. Develop web-database
for archiving and sharing
continuously collected data

monitor,
model,
adapt
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1. Map groundwater elevations
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1. Map groundwater depth below land surface
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1. Map gaining and losing stream reaches






Currently combining groundwater elevation
and depth below land surface mapping with
an established method to map gaining and
losing reaches.
Gaining and losing reaches mapped by
difference in groundwater hydraulic head and
closest thalweg elevation.
Red indicates losing conditions, blue indicates
gaining conditions.
25

An example from Australia, Bresciani et al (2018)
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1. Monitoring for gaining/losing stream reaches


Additional monitoring data: stream gauge
data to begin measuring baseline flow


These data can inform additional SMCs in
years to come


Example MT: streamflow below historical baseline
(data collected over implementation period)
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1. Map groundwater elevations and gaining and losing
stream reaches


Hydraulic head measurements
to compare river head to
adjacent groundwater head
can show the slope of hydraulic
gradient and hence, the
direction of flow (gaining v
losing conditions)

Disconnected

Potentially
disconnected
Suspected
connected
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Two birds with one stone: monitoring networks for ISW/GDE and
groundwater level






Already monitoring network
in place for groundwater
level change
Can we use this same
network to monitor ISW
depletion?
If we can establish a
significant correlation
between ISW depletion
and groundwater
level change at
representative monitoring
locations (23 CCR §
354.36(b)) we can set SMCs
based on groundwater
elevation as a proxy

28
Metric

GW elevation

GW elevation as a proxy
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Two birds with one stone: monitoring networks for ISW/GDE and
groundwater level

?



?

We will coordinate scientific studies with W&C to support
estimation of depletion volumes from ISW reaches
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2. Determine locations and composition of ISW and GDEs







Monitoring is key to data
that will provide ongoing
identification and
management of ISW.
GDEs are beneficial users
of ISW.
In order to manage
GDEs, we must first
identify ISW, then we can
identify GDEs that are
beneficial users of ISW.
SMCs can then be set for
GDEs.

TNC (2018)
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3. Backstop: ISW depletion


high resolution satellite imagery to measure stream drying

Sept 2010

June 2011

Oct 2011

31

May 2012

Oct 2012

Sept 2019
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3. Backstop: impacts to GDEs




GDEs are beneficial users of
ISW, and include vegetation
and wildlife.
High resolution satellite
imagery can measure NDVI
(leaf greenness), a proxy for
plant health and hence,
impacts to GDEs.

April

October

32
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DRAFT

GROUNDWATER QUALITY
MONITORING
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Groundwater Quality Monitoring in SASb


Total # of wells with WQ data: 1393





Wells with nitrogen measurements: 971
Wells with TDS measurements: 726

Wells with both nitrogen and TDS data
measured through 2019 with at least two
measurements: 82




39 screened in the shallow aquifer
19 screened in the deep aquifer
24 screened in both the shallow and deep
aquifers
10/16/20
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Recommended groundwater quality monitoring network




Groundwater
quality monitoring
wells will be
drawn from a
variety of sources
Constraints:



Land access
agreement
Need well
construction
information

SHALLOW aquifer groundwater quality
monitoring wells with a 25 sq mile coverage
area per well, based on Hopkins (1984) and
DWR well density recommendations

39% coverage of
entire area
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Take home messages



Continuous monitoring is key to setting adaptive SMCs
Monitoring data include:








Groundwater level (S&UR lowering of groundwater levels)
Groundwater level, streamflow, satellite imagery (S&UR ISW depletion and
impacts to GDEs)
Nitrogen and TDS (S&UR groundwater quality degradation)

Two birds with one stone: investigate if groundwater level can serve as
a proxy for ISW depletion to simplify SMCs and monitoring
Plan for a robust network to streamline adaptive management and
future compliance over decades
36
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Time for questions and discussion


We don't need to continuously
monitor all ALL locations.






SHALLOW wells with a 25 sq mile coverage area per
well, based on Hopkins (1984) and DWR well density
recommendations

Which locations should we prioritize
for monitoring?

What locations are we missing for
monitoring?
Keep in mind, we are planning a
network to last for decades.

64% coverage of
entire area
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Thank you!
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